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A passion for chairs

Where sitting began

Sitting has changed. As a hunter and

gatherer, man knew many resting positions

that he didn't have to learn. He walked and

ran, sat or slept because of his genetic 

disposition. But man was not made to sit 

for hours at a time. Today working world 

has given sitting a whole new meaning. 

We no longer sit to rest, we now sit to 

perform our work. This places new and 

demanding requirements on sitting and 

Interstuhl is constantly developing 

solutions that encourage dynamic sitting. 

We help make seated work more pleasant 

and efficient. Each of these seating 

solutions is unique when seen on its own. 

Seen together, they create a spectrum of 

design options and possible uses to cater 

to almost every taste and every work 

application.

The value of comfortable sitting

This manual is mainly concerned with 

data, dimensions and prices, but also 

with the question of a chair's value more 

precisely; how much is a comfortable chair 

worth to you? A product's price is always 

a result of the effort that has been invested 

in the product. Our extensive experience 

enables us to get to the heart of the matter 

of seating, i.e. we understand the intricate 

details that makes a chair perform better.

The value of good design

Beautiful, appealing and tasteful. Good

design in chairs is more than just pure 

aesthetics. It is an invitation to take a seat, 

to sit comfortably, whether working at a 

desk, sitting in meetings or lounges, the 

value of good design is plain to see in 

chairs from Interstuhl.

The value of skilled hands

Discerning people regret the fact that
craftsmanship is no longer a lucrative 
existence. Interstuhl uses craftsmanship 
wherever machines come up against 
their limitations. Chairs that deserve the 
distinction of “good workmanship” in 
more ways than one are manufactured 
in the new division called “Interstuhl 
Manufactur”.

Movement while sitting

Chairs from Interstuhl give their users an
all-round experience of well-being. 
Because they keep the back and pelvis 
in motion. Because they can be quickly 
and easily adjusted to individual needs 
and momentary requirements. The chairs 
offer a great freedom of movement and 
make it easier to adopt a comfortable and 
healthy posture during work at any time. 
Seating solutions from Interstuhl thus 
follow the order of our modern times: 
they are no longer designed to be simply 
sat upon but to move as much as 
possible.

An example: Silver

You have probably picked up this price
book to look up some data, dimensions or
prices. In this respect, you could simply
skip the next pages. But what would you 
be missing? An opportunity to experience 
an unusual range of chairs: Silver. The 
Silver range of chairs was made to 
illustrate what makes chairs from 
Interstuhl so unique. We hope you will 
find time to sit back and enjoy the next 
pages. Contrary to the opinion once 
expressed by Oscar Wilde; “Nowadays 
people know the price of everything – 
and the value of nothing“; Silver is true 
value, understood.



Interstuhl is the first manufacturer in the 

industry to be awarded the environmental 

certificate “Blue  Angel” for all of its pro-

ducts

1st place for Interstuhl in the “markt intern” 

survey. German dealers voted Interstuhl 

the best partner. Reorganization  and au-

tomation of the fabric cutting process with 

a new CNC-controlled automatic cutting 

machine. Completion of the R&D center

Modernisation in the production area 

of foam parts with robot injection and 

ultramodern production facilities. Expan-

sion of the transatlantic presence through   

partnership with Kimball Office, USA. 

Completion of the Interstuhl-Arena – an 

information and communication center

Interstuhl is awarded the Baden-Württem-

berg Environmental Prize. World renow-

ned AirPad receives AIT Innovation Prize 

The future is built on the past. From   

craftsmanship to globalisation. The entre-

preneur, Werner Link, celebrates his 70th 

birthday and Interstuhl‘s 50th anniversary.  

Interstuhl‘s Arena is awarded the silver 

medal by the DGNB. 

AirPad is awarded with the “iF Design 

Award 2012”. The company was nomina-

ted for the German “Award for medium 

sized Businesses” by Oscar-Patzelt 

Foundation. Neon wins the "German 

Design-Award" 2013

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012-

2013

Our history

Stages of a success story

Wilhelm Link establishes a blacksmith 

shop in Tieringen

Start of the industrial manufacturing of 

working chairs by the firm of Wilhelm Link 

in Messstetten-Tieringen

The interstuhl brand is born

The company moves out of the center of 

Messstetten-Tieringen to today's location 

at Brühlstrasse 21 

Interstuhl expands into Europe. 

Establishes a sales service center in the 

Netherlands and a branch office in Austria

Establishes foreign branch offices in  

Switzerland, France and England 

Change of the company name to Interstuhl 

Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG. Concentra-

tion of all corporate activities in the head-

quarters in Messstetten-Tieringen

New building for components, warehouse, 

dispatch and production with 6,800 m2

Establishes a foreign branch office in 

Spain

Anniversary: the 20 millionth office chair 

rolls off the assembly line

Partnership agreement with the emplo-

yees to secure the economic future of the 

company

Certificate: LGA Premium Quality

Construction for the new fully automatic 

warehouse 

1930

1961

1967

1969

1979-

1981

1990-

1992

1996

1999-

2000

2001

2004

2006
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Product design: Hadi Teherani AG, Ulrich Nether, Hans-Ullrich Bitsch 

Silver Think and work exclusively.

10

362SU



Ergonomics
approved

Tested for
contaminants

Quality
Office

Tested 
safety

Quality produced
for the 

environment

Golden M
(RAL mark of

quality)

The
Blue Angel

BIFMA Bifma e3
level Platin
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Fabric need: 1.4 yard

Leather need: 20 sq.ft

Fabric need: 1.8 yard

Leather need: 22 sq.ft

Fabric need: 2.2 yard

Leather need: 26 sq.ft

- Aluminium shell 
 

- Aluminium base, five-arm 
 

- Seat height adjustment 
 

- Synchronous mechanism 
 

- Weight adjustment 

Standard:

Basic equipment    /options Colour Order No

Seat and back
and armrest 

cover

SG3 - Field, Cava

SG4 - Polo, Tempo, Remix
SG5 - Steelcut, Steelcut Trio 2, Pro, 

Divina Melange
SG7 - Semi-Aniline leather

See
fabric chart

Colour finish, 
metal parts

coated white 2283
brushed 1 silver 2349

Castors/Glides
Hard double castors - 802
Soft double castors - 803

Delivery 2 Assembled in box - 903

162SU

Price in USD

Swivel chair low

4255
4375
4550
4850

685

262SU

Price in USD

Swivel chair medium high

4500
4650
4850
5200

845

362SU

Price in USD

Executive swivel chair high

4925
5050
5250
5750

995

Silver, swivel chairs

11

Silver

 
1 The optional surface 2349 is "natural" aluminium;

this means that there are may be certain irregularities in the surface.
The aluminium receives its unique character through blasting 
or brushing. Treatment with a transparent lacquer prevents
premature ageing and UV discoloration. Signs of wear on the
aluminium surface are characteristic. If this material and thus do not
justify grounds for complaint.

 
1 The optional surface 2349 is "natural" aluminium;

this means that there are may be certain irregularities in the surface.
The aluminium receives its unique character through blasting 
or brushing. Treatment with a transparent lacquer prevents
premature ageing and UV discoloration. Signs of wear on the
aluminium surface are characteristic. If this material and thus do not
justify grounds for complaint.
 

2 Pricing excluding freight, see shipping terms page 30.

Remarks:



Product design: Hadi Teherani AG, Ulrich Nether, Hans-Ullrich Bitsch 
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151SU



Fabric need: 1.4 yard

Leather need: 20 sq.ft

Tested for
contaminants

Quality
Office

Tested 
safety

Quality produced
for the 

environment

Golden M
(RAL mark of

quality)

The
Blue Angel

BIFMA Bifma e3
level Platin

Fabric need: 0.8 yard

Leather need: 10 sq.ft

Fabric need: 1.8 yard

Leather need: 22 sq.ft

Fabric need: 2.2 yard

Leather need: 26 sq.ft
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- Aluminium shell 
 

- Seat height adjustment 
 

- Dynamic backrest 

Standard:

Basic equipment    /options Colour Order No

Seat and back 
cover

SG3 - Aquarius, Field

SG4 - Polo, Tempo, Remix
SG5 - Steelcut, Steelcut Trio 2, Pro, 

Divina Melange
SG7 - Semi-Aniline leather

See
fabric chart

Metal parts
coated white 2283
brushed 1 silver 2349

Base
Alu-base four legs 563
Alu-base five legs with conference 
glides - 521

Castors/Glides2

Hard conf. glides f. 
soft floors - 811
Soft conf. glides f. 
hard floors - 815
Hard double castors - 802
Soft double castors - 803

Delivery 3 Assembled in box - 903

100SU

Price in USD

Conference stool

1550
1650
1720
1750

445

340

101SU

Price in USD

Conference chair low

2900
2950
3050
3350

685

340

151SU

Price in USD

Conference chair
medium high

3000
3150
3350
3700

845

340

Silver, conference chairs

Silver

 
1 The optional surface 2349 is "natural" aluminium;

this means that there are may be certain irregularities in the surface.
The aluminium receives its unique character through blasting 
or brushing. Treatment with a transparent lacquer prevents
premature ageing and UV discoloration. Signs of wear on the
aluminium surface are characteristic. If this material and thus do not
justify grounds for complaint.

 
1 The optional surface 2349 is "natural" aluminium;

this means that there are may be certain irregularities in the surface.
The aluminium receives its unique character through blasting 
or brushing. Treatment with a transparent lacquer prevents
premature ageing and UV discoloration. Signs of wear on the
aluminium surface are characteristic. If this material and thus do not
justify grounds for complaint.
 

2 Double castors only for five-star base
 

 
1 The optional surface 2349 is "natural" aluminium;

this means that there are may be certain irregularities in the surface.
The aluminium receives its unique character through blasting 
or brushing. Treatment with a transparent lacquer prevents
premature ageing and UV discoloration. Signs of wear on the
aluminium surface are characteristic. If this material and thus do not
justify grounds for complaint.
 

2 Double castors only for five-star base
 

 
3 Pricing excluding freight, see shipping terms page 30.

Remarks:

191SU

Price in USD

Conference chair high

3450
3600
3800
4250

995

340



AirPad The synthesis of lightness - Two innovations combined to create a whole  
new seating sensation. AirPad has a completly new, transparent  
membrane – a significant development of the mesh backrest. The membrane 
makes AirPad seem almost to float. The Body-Float synchronous mechanism 
gives a unique and astonishing floating/seating experience. Sitting onto AirPad 
means floating gently into the chair, to a perfectly balanced seating position. 
Feeling at one with the chair and the surroundings, sitting effortlessly, with 
complete freedom of movement.

14

3C42U

Product design: Andreas Krob, Joachim Brüske, Wolfhalden + Berlin



Ergonomics
approved

Tested for
contaminants

Quality
Office

Tested 
safety

Quality produced
for the 

environment

Golden M
(RAL mark of

quality)

The
Blue Angel

BIFMA Bifma e3
level Platin

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 161/4-201/4  H: 461/2

W: 19 W(noAr): 191/4

D: 171/4 W(Ar): 251/2-283/4

Fabric need: 0.9 yard

Leather need: 9.5 sq.ft

Fabric need: 0.9 yard

Leather need: 9.5 sq.ft

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 161/4-201/4  H: 581/2

W: 19 W(noAr): 191/4

D: 171/4 W(Ar): 251/2-283/4
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AirPad

- Membrane backrest 
 

- Body-Float Synchronous mechanism, lockable 
 

- Weight adjustment, infinitely variable 
 

- Back height adjustment 
 

- Mechanical sprung column 

Standard:

Basic equipment    /options Colour Order No

Seat and back 
cover

4

SG2 - Taff, Lucia, King, Royal, 
Fabric provided

SG3 - Genius, Aquarius, Field, 
Cava, Magic

SG4 - Polo, Tempo, Remix
SG5 - Steelcut, Steelcut Trio 2, Pro, 

Divina Melange
SG6 - Nappa leather

SG7 - Semi-Aniline leather

Membrane, black

Membrane, white

See
fabric chart

Base

Polyamide black 531217

Aluminium

black 520217
brilliant silver 520234

polished 521304

Functions

Seat depth adjustment - Astiv - 601
Adjustable seat inclination - 602
Seat depth and inclination 
adjustment - 603
Adjustable lumbar support - 604
Seat depth, inclination and 
lumbar support adjustment - 610

Armrests

2D T-armrests adjust. in width 
and height, soft surface black 2 703
4D T-armrests adj. in width, 
height & depth, rotat., soft surface remark 1 709
Loop armrests with leather 
cover

3 remark 1 704

Castors Ø65
Hard double castors black 802
Soft double castors black 801

Delivery 5 Assembled in box - 903

3C42U

Price in USD

Swivel chair 
(armrests optional)

1020
1095
1150
1216
1234
1395

45
45
80
68
38

106
45

151
110
208
285

3C72U

Price in USD

Swivel armchair
with headrest
(armrests optional)

1121
1195
1251
1317
1335
1496

45
45
80
68
38

106
45

151
110
208
285

AirPad
Office swivel chair, swivel armchair

FIRA 
Ergonomics
Excellence 

Award

 
1 Colour finish armrests:

Aluminium or polyamide black base = polished armrests
Aluminium brilliant silver base = brilliant silver armrests
Aluminium polished base = polished armrests

 
1 Colour finish armrests:

Aluminium or polyamide black base = polished armrests
Aluminium brilliant silver base = brilliant silver armrests
Aluminium polished base = polished armrests
 

2 Armrests always polypropylene, black

 
1 Colour finish armrests:

Aluminium or polyamide black base = polished armrests
Aluminium brilliant silver base = brilliant silver armrests
Aluminium polished base = polished armrests
 

2 Armrests always polypropylene, black
 

3 On leather chairs the armrest cover is the same leather colour
as the seat covering. Otherwise the leather is always black.
 

 
1 Colour finish armrests:

Aluminium or polyamide black base = polished armrests
Aluminium brilliant silver base = brilliant silver armrests
Aluminium polished base = polished armrests
 

2 Armrests always polypropylene, black
 

3 On leather chairs the armrest cover is the same leather colour
as the seat covering. Otherwise the leather is always black.
 

 
4 Standard back cover of black membrane. Please choose both besides the desired 

membrane design for the back also the seat cover.

Membrane, black: order-no. 8840
Membrane, white: order-no. 8844

 
1 Colour finish armrests:

Aluminium or polyamide black base = polished armrests
Aluminium brilliant silver base = brilliant silver armrests
Aluminium polished base = polished armrests
 

2 Armrests always polypropylene, black
 

3 On leather chairs the armrest cover is the same leather colour
as the seat covering. Otherwise the leather is always black.
 

 
4 Standard back cover of black membrane. Please choose both besides the desired 

membrane design for the back also the seat cover.

Membrane, black: order-no. 8840
Membrane, white: order-no. 8844
 

5 Pricing excluding freight, see shipping terms page 30.

Remarks:
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5C30U

Product design: Andreas Krob, Joachim Brüske, Wolfhalden + Berlin



Ergonomics
approved

Tested for
contaminants

Quality
Office

Tested 
safety

Quality produced
for the 

environment

Golden M
(RAL mark of

quality)

The
Blue Angel

BIFMA Bifma e3
level Platin

FIRA 
Ergonomics
Excellence 

Award
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AirPad

- Membrane backrest 
 

- Dynamic backrest 
 

- Tubular steel frame 
 

- Arm pads polypropylene 

Standard:

Basic equipment    /options Colour Order No

Seat and back 
cover

4

SG2 - Taff, Lucia, King, Royal, 
Fabric provided

SG3 - Genius, Aquarius, Field, 
Cava, Magic

SG4 - Polo, Tempo, Remix
SG5 - Steelcut, Steelcut Trio 2, Pro, 

Divina Melange
SG6 - Nappa leather

SG7 - Semi-Aniline leather

Membrane, black

Membrane, white

See
fabric chart

Colour finish,
 metal parts Frame chromed 2324

Armrests Arm pad with leather cover see remark 1 707
Glides Felt glides for hard floors transparent 3 821

Delivery 5 Assembled in box - 903

5C30U

Price in USD

Cantilever frame,
medium high,
stackable ²

603
677
733
799
813
974

92
82

250

AirPad
Visitor and conference chairs

Fabric need: 0.9 yard

Leather need: 9.5 sq.ft

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 161/4              H: 351/2

W: 19 W(Ar): 233/4

D: 181/2

 
1 On leather chairs the armrest cover is the same leather colour

as the seat covering. Otherwise the leather is always black.
 

 
1 On leather chairs the armrest cover is the same leather colour

as the seat covering. Otherwise the leather is always black.
 
 

2 Stacking height: 4 pieces.

 
1 On leather chairs the armrest cover is the same leather colour

as the seat covering. Otherwise the leather is always black.
 
 

2 Stacking height: 4 pieces.
 

3 Black glides with black chair frame.

 
1 On leather chairs the armrest cover is the same leather colour

as the seat covering. Otherwise the leather is always black.
 
 

2 Stacking height: 4 pieces.
 

3 Black glides with black chair frame.
 

4 Standard back cover of black membrane. Please choose both besides the desired 
membrane design for the back also the seat cover.

Membrane, black: order-no. 8840
Membrane, white: order-no. 8844

 
1 On leather chairs the armrest cover is the same leather colour

as the seat covering. Otherwise the leather is always black.
 
 

2 Stacking height: 4 pieces.
 

3 Black glides with black chair frame.
 

4 Standard back cover of black membrane. Please choose both besides the desired 
membrane design for the back also the seat cover.

Membrane, black: order-no. 8840
Membrane, white: order-no. 8844
 

5 Pricing excluding freight, see shipping terms page 30.

Remarks:



MOVYis3: The end of class barriers - MOVYis3 stands for the kind of sitting comfort you only enjoy in first 
class. Like every other interstuhl chair, its design, function and ergonomics are all geared to provid-
ing a really good sitting experience. So this office swivel chair and swivel armchair raise synchronous 
mechanism to a truly premium level – this is what we call the Body-Float-Effect. The feeling is one of 
weightlessness and floating. MOVYis3 does not compromise on comfort either, whether it’s the swivel 
chair with mesh back or the swivel armchair with comfort upholstery. The design: light, dynamic, pure. 
MOVYis3 is a chair for today.

18

14M2U

Product design: Andreas Krob, Joachim Brüske, Wolfhalden + Berlin



Ergonomics
approved

Tested for
contaminants

Quality
Office

Tested 
safety

Quality produced
for the 

environment

Golden M
(RAL mark of

quality)

The
Blue Angel

BIFMA
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MOVYis3

- Synchronous mechanism with Body-Float-Effect,
lockable 
 

- Weight adjustment, infinitely variable 

Standard:

Basic equipment    /options Colour Order No

Seat and back
cover

2

SG1 - Citadel, Nora, Manhattan
SG2 - Taff, Lucia, King, Royal, 

Fabric provided
SG3 - Genius, Aquarius, Field, 

Cava, Magic
SG4 - Polo, Tempo, Remix
SG5 - Steelcut, Steelcut Trio 2, Pro, 

Divina Melange
SG7 - Semi-Aniline leather

Mesh design coloured

See
fabric chart

Colour finish Polyamide 1
black 3217
white 3283

Base
Polyamide as col. finish -
Aluminium polished 521304

Functions/
Mechanism

Seat depth adjustment - 601
Adjustable seat inclination - 602
Seat depth and inclination 
adjustment - 603
Adjustable lumbar support - 604
Seat depth, inclination and 
lumbar support adjustment - 610

Armrests

T-armrests height adjustable, 
soft surface as col. finish 750
3D T-armrests, height, width 
adjustable, rotatable, soft surface as col. finish 760
4D T-armrests adj. in width, 
height & depth, rotat., soft surface as col. finish 770

Castors Ø65
Hard double castors black 802
Soft double castors black 801

Delivery 3 Knocked down in box - 902

13M2U

Price in USD

Swivel chair, seat and 
back upholstery
(armrests optional)

728
748
781
821
877
999

76
35
72

107
55

162
129
145
160

14M2U

Price in USD

Swivel chair,
seat upholstery,
mesh backrest
(armrests optional)

728
748
761
782
807
840

76
35
72

107
55

162
129
145
160

23M2U

Price in USD

Swivel armchair
(armrests optional)

879
927
976
1039
1119
1286

76
35
72

107
55

162
129
145
160

MOVYis3
Office swivel chairs, swivel armchair

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 161/4-201/4  H: 41

W: 191/3 W(noAr): 191/3

D: 191/3 W(Ar): 635

Fabric need: 1.8 yard

Leather need: 24 sq.ft

Fabric need: 0.9 yard

Leather need: 9.5 sq.ft

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 161/4-201/4  H: 431/3

W: 191/3 W(noAr): 191/3

D: 191/3 W(Ar): 635

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 161/4-201/4  H: 462/3

W: 191/3 W(noAr): 191/3

D: 191/3 W(Ar): 635

Fabric need: 2.5 yard

Leather need: 39 sq.ft

 
1 Finish polyamide parts:

Black version: all polyamide parts; White version: all polyamide parts except
castors and optionally glides or armpads (these are always black)

 
1 Finish polyamide parts:

Black version: all polyamide parts; White version: all polyamide parts except
castors and optionally glides or armpads (these are always black)
 

2 Model 14M2U, back cover mesh as colour finish.

 
1 Finish polyamide parts:

Black version: all polyamide parts; White version: all polyamide parts except
castors and optionally glides or armpads (these are always black)
 

2 Model 14M2U, back cover mesh as colour finish.
 

3 Pricing excluding freight, see shipping terms page 30.

Remarks:
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56M0U

Product design: Andreas Krob, Joachim Brüske, Wolfhalden + Berlin



Tested for
contaminants

Quality
Office

Tested 
safety

Quality produced
for the 

environment

Golden M
(RAL mark of

quality)

The
Blue Angel
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MOVYis3

- Tubular steel frame
(except 16M0U) 
 

- Plastic seat shell with integrated armrests 

Standard:

Basic equipment    /options Colour Order No

Seat and back
cover

SG1 - Citadel, Nora, Manhattan
SG2 - Taff, Lucia, King, Royal, 

Fabric provided
SG3 - Genius, Aquarius, Field, 

Cava, Magic
SG4 - Polo, Tempo, Remix
SG5 - Steelcut, Steelcut Trio 2, Pro, 

Divina Melange
SG7 - Semi-Aniline leather

See
fabric chart

Frame Tubular steel
as col.finish -

chromed 2324

Colour finish Polyamide 1 black 3217
white 3283

Base
Polyamide as col. finish -
Aluminium polished 521304

Castors/Glides

Hard glides for soft floors - 820
Felt glides for hard floors - 821
Hard double castors black 802
Soft double castors black 801

Delivery 3 Assembled in box - 903

16M0U

Price in USD

Conference chair
with base and castors,
seat and back
upholstery

456
476
505
545
601
676

76

46M0U

Price in USD

Four legs,
seat and back
upholstery,
stackable³

376
396
424
464
520
595

78

25

46M5U

Price in USD

Four legs with castors,
seat and back
upholstery

408
428
457
497
553
628

78

MOVYis3
Visitor and conference chairs

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 161/2-211/4  H: 401/2 

W: 183/4 W(Ar): 261/4

D: 183/4

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 171/10-211/4  H: 351/4 

W: 183/4 W(Ar): 261/4

D: 183/4

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 171/10              H: 351/4 

W: 183/4 W(Ar): 261/4

D: 183/4

Fabric need: 1.6 yard

Leather need: 22 sq.ft

Fabric need: 1.6 yard

Leather need: 22 sq.ft

Fabric need: 1.6 yard

Leather need: 22 sq.ft

56M0U

Price in USD

Cantilever frame,
Seat and back
upholstery,
stackable³

424
444
473
513
569
644

78

25

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 171/10              H: 351/4 

W: 183/4 W(Ar): 261/4

D: 183/4

Fabric need: 1.6 yard

Leather need: 22 sq.ft

 
1 Finish polyamide parts:

Black version: all polyamide parts; White version: all polyamide parts except
castors and optionally glides or armpads (these are always black)

 
1 Finish polyamide parts:

Black version: all polyamide parts; White version: all polyamide parts except
castors and optionally glides or armpads (these are always black)
 

2 Pricing excluding freight, see shipping terms page 30.

 
1 Finish polyamide parts:

Black version: all polyamide parts; White version: all polyamide parts except
castors and optionally glides or armpads (these are always black)
 

2 Pricing excluding freight, see shipping terms page 30.
 

3 Stacking height: 4 pieces.

Remarks:



EVERYbody EVERYtime EVERYwhere EVERYis1. For tall and small. For 
night owls and day dreamers. For beginners and experts. For hermits 
and travellers. For the full-bodied and the slim. For designers and 
adminis trators. For the hard working and opportunists. For islanders and 
continentals. For northerners and southerners. For the  serious and the 
playful. For barefoot and leather shoed. 
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182EU

Product design: ID AID, Sven von Boetticher, Stuttgart
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approved
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Quality
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EVERYis1

2D T-armrests, 

adjustable in width 

and height with soft 

surface 

(option 703)

952E

125 US$

4D T-armrests, 

adjustable in width, 

height and depth, 

rotatable with soft 

surface 

(option 770)

954E

165 US$

- Autolift-Synchronous mechanism with automatic weight adjustment, 
incl. fine-tune adjustment 
 

- Mesh backrest, same colour as plastic parts 
 

- Seat upholstered 

Standard:

Basic equipment    /options Colour Order No

Seat and back
cover

SG1 - Citadel, Nora, Manhattan
SG2 - Taff, Lucia, King, Royal, 

Fabric provided
SG3 - Genius, Aquarius, Field, 

Cava, Magic
SG6 - Nappa leather

See
fabric chart

Colour finish Polyamide
black 3217
white 3283

Base

Polyamide as col. finish -

Aluminium
brilliant silver 521234

polished 521304

Functions

Seat depth adjustment - 601
Adjustable seat inclination - 602
Seat depth and inclination 
adjustment - 603
Lumbar support, height 
adjustable - 604
Seat depth, inclination and 
lumbar support adjustment - 610

Armrests
2D T-armrests adjust. in width 
and height, soft surface black 703
4D T-armrests adj. in width, 
height & depth, rotat., soft surface black 770

Castors

Hard double castors black 802
Soft double castors black 801
Sit-stop-castors - 807

Delivery 2 Knocked down in box - 902

172EU

Price in USD

Swivel chair, black
(armrests and lumbar 
support optional)

449
471
505
625

76
30
30
60
35
95

125
165

182EU

Price in USD

Swivel chair, white
(armrests and lumbar 
support optional)

485
510
565
685

76
30
30
60
35
95

125
165

195EU

Price in USD

Counter chair,
black glides and foot
ring Ø470 mm
(armrests optional)

714
735
928
919

35

125
165

55

EVERYis1
Office swivel chairs

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 161/2-203/4  H: 45 

W: 191/3 W(noAr): 212/3

D: 17 W(Ar): 26

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 161/2-203/4  H: 45 

W: 191/3 W(noAr): 212/3

D: 17 W(Ar): 26

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 241/3-36         H: 601/3 

W: 191/3  W(noAr): 212/3

17 W(Ar): 26

Fabric need: 9 yard

Leather need: 9.5 sq.ft

Fabric need: 9 yard

Leather need: 9.5 sq.ft

Fabric need: 9 yard

Leather need: 9.5 sq.ft

 
1 Plastic parts excluding lumbar support, 

armrests, castors and glides are always black.

 
1 Plastic parts excluding lumbar support, 

armrests, castors and glides are always black.
 

2 Pricing excluding freight, see shipping terms page 30.

Remarks:
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560EU

Product design: ID AID, Sven von Boetticher, Stuttgart
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EVERYis1

- Tubular steel frame 
 

- Armrest, polypropylene 

Standard:

Basic equipment    /options Colour Order No

Seat cover

SG1 - Citadel, Nora, Manhattan
SG2 - Taff, Lucia, King, Royal, 

Fabric provided
SG3 - Genius, Aquarius, Field, 

Cava, Magic
SG6 - Nappa leather

See
fabric chart

Frame Tubular steel

as col.finish -
brilliant silver 2234

chromed 2324

Colour finish Base and seat shell
black 3217
white 3283

Glides Felt glides for hard floors transparent 821
Delivery 2 Assembled in box - 903

560EU

Price in USD

Cantilever frame,
black

295
315
345
462

65
89

25

580EU

Price in USD

Cantilever frame,
white

325
350
375
495

65
89

25

EVERYis1
Visitor chairs, stackable¹

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 171/2              H: 341/2 

W: 19 W(Ar): 23

D: 17  

Fabric need: 9 yard

Leather need: 9.5 sq.ft

Seat inches  Total inches

H: 171/2              H: 341/2 

W: 19 W(Ar): 23

D: 17  

Fabric need: 9 yard

Leather need: 9.5 sq.ft

 
1 Stacking height: 4 pieces.

 
1 Stacking height: 4 pieces.

 
2 Pricing excluding freight, see shipping terms page 30.

Remarks:
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Terms of sale and delivery

1. General
Our terms of sale and delivery apply for

all deliveries and services. Other terms,

e.g. the terms of our customers, only

become an integral part of the contract if

they have been expressly agreed in

writing. Statutory regulations apply in the

event of conflicts. If the customer is a

merchant or legal entity under public law

or a special fund under public law, our

terms of sale and delivery apply for all

future transactions.

2. Content of the contract
2.1 All information included in catalogs,

price lists or order proposals are nonbin-

ding. Only those terms agreed for the

concrete order are binding. Terms for an

order only become binding after we have

accepted the customer's order (order

confirmation). Proposals for an order

which we have made are only binding

after an order has been placed and

confirmed.

2.2. Special products are articles that are

not manufactured as standard by us or

which are not listed in price lists. This

also relates to fabrics and colors.

2.3. We are entitled to change deliveries,

services and designs for technical reasons

whenever we believe this is reconcilable

with the purpose of the order.

3. Cancellation/withdrawal/return
of goods
The cancellation of a concluded contract

must be carried out expressly and unani-

mously and cannot be simply demanded

because subsequent precautionary

settlements are reached for this case. If a

contract is unilaterally cancelled, the custo-

mer is obliged to reimburse all costs

incurred to date and through the cancella-

tion of the contract, even if this has not

been expressly agreed in the special con-

tract on the cancellation. No cancellation is 

accepted for special products.

4. Prices
4.1. Our prices for merchants, legal entities

under public law and special funds

under public law are quoted as gross

prices minus discounts, plus, where appli-

cable, the statutory VAT (if mandatory),

excluding packaging, transport, installation

and insurance. If there are more than

4 months between the conclusion of

contract and the agreed delivery date,

we are entitled to invoice the prices valid

at the date of delivery.

4.2. For merchants and in the case of

successive deliveries, we will invoice the

goods at the price in force at time of

delivery, unless terms are agreed

otherwise.

5. Transport
Export delivery conditions are Ex works.

6. Transfer of risk
6.1. We bear the risk of accidental loss or

damage to the goods up until these are

ready for dispatch and the customer has

been informed of this.

6.2. If the dispatch is postponed by

reasons for which we cannot be held liable

or responsible, we will store the goods at

the customer's risk and the customer

undertakes to insure the goods. If the dis-

patch is delayed at the customer's

request we are entitled to charge storage

costs at normal carrier rates for every

month, starting with the notification date

of the readiness for dispatch.

6.3. Claims on whatever legal grounds

that are based on damage to the goods

during delivery, can only be enforced,

irrespective of all obligations of the

recipient under transport law, on condition

that we are immediately informed

of the nature and extent of the damage

and its possible cause by the customer.

7. Delivery
7.1. If a date or period, i.e., a certain

calendar week, is specified in or can be

derived from the contractual documents

for deliveries or services, this only

indicates the due date of the delivery.

The customer must ensure that the

delivery can be carried out at normal

business hours. If such delivery dates or

periods are not met, the customer is

entitled to grant us an appropriate period

of grace and to terminate the contract

and claim compensation for damage in

accordance with Para. 11 on expiry of

this period of grace. This attribute must

be expressly and unmistakably agreed

for periods or dates that may not be

exceeded under any circumstances

(fixed dates).

7.2. If we are prevented from delivery or

rendering the service due to acts of God,

industrial disputes, strikes, lockouts as

well as war, catastrophes and/or official

interventions and instructions, we are

entitled to either terminate the contract

or to render the agreed service as

quickly as possible after the hindrance

has been eliminated. Compensation for

damage is excluded.

7.3. It is the responsibility of the dealer

to carry the goods to their place of use

and to unpack and assemble them. If,

however, we are to deliver the goods to

the final user, we are to charge a sum for

the additional work according to the

labour charged.

7.4. Call orders are limited to a maximum

of 1 year; all deliveries must be accepted

within this period; the minimum call

period is 1 month.

8. Payments
8.1. Individual terms apply.

8.2. If payment is not made in due time,

we are entitled, without prejudice to

further claims, to charge our damage to

the amount of our credit costs, though

at least 5% above the relevant base rate

of the European Central Bank. We will

be exempt from the rendering of further

payments/deliveries in advance.

9. Reservation of ownership
9.1. Our deliveries remain under a reserva-

tion of ownership until payment in full of

the purchase price and settlement of all

debts due to us, including interest and

costs. The customer is only entitled to

sell the goods within the context of normal

business. Any encroachment on our

rights, in particular through a pledging of

the goods, is prohibited.

9.2. If the reserved goods are processed

or reworked they remain our property in

all stages of production. If the goods are

processed, combined or mixed with

other items, we become co-owners of

the new objects or the mixed goods at

the ratio of the value of the reserved

goods to that of the finished items.

9.3. If the customer is co-owner of the

processed, combined or mixed items,

they transfer their ownership of this

object, which is subject to our reservation

of ownership, to us in advance with

all resulting claims against third parties

and all ancillary rights up to the relevant

amount of the reserved goods. The custo-

mer must co-operate in all reasonable

measures that ensure a clear determina-

tion of such goods.

9.4. The customer must, on request,

immediately inform us of the accounts

receivable that have been assigned to us

with all the information necessary for

their collection, and to refrain from any

collection of the accounts receivable that

have been assigned to us at our request.

We herewith accept the assignment of

the co-ownership rights/claims but still

reserve the right to re-assign the claim.

The customer herewith assigns any

claims against third parties or insurance

companies for compensation due to loss,

damage or destruction of the goods to

us. He agrees to send us a copy of the

notice of claim and the insurance 

company's letter of trust. We are entitled to

announce the assignment.

9.5. If the customer defaults in payment

or fails to discharge any other duties

from the reservation of ownership, we

are entitled to terminate the contract and

demand the return of the goods if an

appropriate period of grace which we

have set for the customer passes to no

avail; the statutory regulations on the

dispensability of the appointment of a

date remain unaffected. The customer 

must surrender the goods.
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Terms of sales and delivery

9.6. If the value of the securities furnished

for us exceeds our total claims from

the business relationship by more than

20%, we must release or re-assign the

appropriate security at the customer's

request.

9.7. The customer must inform us of

third party foreclosure measures against

the reserved goods or any resulting

claims immediately and send us the

documents necessary for an intervention.

9.8. If the goods are brought to a place

outside the local jurisdiction of German

courts and the purchase price has not

been paid, the customer must place the  

purchaser under an obligation to ensure

that we remain owners of the delivered

goods until their payment or a correspon-

ding security interest is substantiated

for us. The purchaser must be obliged to

inform us of this.

10. Defects of quality
10.1. The customer must ensure unhin-

dered access to the place of delivery, must

check the goods immediately on receipt

and immediately inform us in writing of

any complaints due to imperfections or

incorrect delivery. If the delivered goods

are faulty we are entitled to either remedy

the defect or replace the goods at our

own discretion. If the defect is successfully

remedied or the replacement delivery

carried out, all of the customer's claims

are deemed to be settled through the

reimbursement of his incurred costs. A

reimbursement of costs is excluded if the

expenses rise because goods have been

brought to a different location after our

delivery, unless this corresponds to the

correct use of the goods. An imperfection

is not given in the event of technological

deviations in size and shape, deviations in

the film colour, textile colour or colour

and grain of the genuine wood veneer or

for unsubstantial deviations.

10.2. If we are not prepared or are unable

to remedy the defect or replace the delive-

ry or if this is delayed beyond a reasonable

period through our own fault or if the 

remedy of the defect has finally failed,

the customer is entitled at his own choice

to either terminate the contract or demand

an reduction of the purchase price

(abatement).

10.3. The customer must allow us to

inspect the faulty goods.

10.4. Our liability for defects of quality

expires 2 years after the delivery.

10.5. In the case of deliveries according

to drawings or other data provided by the

customer we will follow these instructions

wherever they are technically feasible. We

will not check whether they are practical

without a separate order. The customer

assumes the liability for ensuring that no

third party rights are violated by the

drawings he specifies.

10.6. Statutory rights of recourse for the

customer against us only exist inasmuch

as the customer has not reached any

agreements with his buyers that go

beyond the statutory warranty claims.

Paragraph 10.1, sentence 4 also applies

accordingly for the extent of the rights of

recourse.

11. Other claims, liability
11.1. Unless otherwise specified below,

all other and further claims on the part of

the customer against us are excluded.

This is particularly true of claims for

compensation due to a breach of duties

from the contractual obligation and

unauthorised actions.

Thus, we cannot be held liable for dama-

ges that are not suffered to the delivered

goods themselves. Above all, we are not

liable for lost profits or other pecuniary

losses suffered by the customer.

11.2. The foregoing limitations of liability

do not apply for intent, gross negligence

on the part of our legal representatives or

executive staff as well as the culpable

breach of essential contractual obligations.

In the event of the culpable breach

of essential contractual obligations we are

only liable for damages that are typical

for the contract and which could have

been reasonably foreseen – apart from

cases of intent or gross negligence on the

part of our legal representatives or execu-

tive staff.

11.3. Nor does the limitation of liability

apply in cases where a liability exists in

accordance with the product liability act

for personal injury or material damage to

privately used objects due to faults in the

delivered goods.

Nor does it apply in the case of injuries to

life, body or health and for the absence of

warranted characteristics, if and inasmuch

as the purpose of the warranty was to 

protect the customer against damages

that were not incurred on the delivered

goods themselves.

11.4. Inasmuch as our liability is excluded

or limited, this also applies for the

personal liability of our employees, staff,

workers, legal representatives and

vicarious agents.

11.5. The statutory regulations on the

onus of proof are not affected by these

provisions.

12. Documents and samples
12.1. We reserve ownership and copyright

on all estimates of costs, drawings,

illustrations, sketches and other docu-

ments and samples; the documents must

be returned to us on request and may not

be disclosed to third parties, not even as

a copy.

12.2. Unless otherwise agreed, samples

are to be returned to us within one

month, or purchased.

Samples of special products must be

purchased by the customer and are non-

returnable.

13. Place of performance,
jurisdiction, applicable law
13.1. Unless otherwise specified in the

confirmation of order, our place of

business is Germany.

13.2. Germany is the place of jurisdiction

for all legal disputes, including those 

within the scope of summary procedures 

on bills of exchange or cheques, if the 

customer is a merchant, legal entity under 

public law or a special fund under public 

law.

We are also entitled to take legal action at

the customer's place of business.

14. Data protection
We store and process personal and

company-related data of our customers

in consideration of the regulations of the

Germany Data Protection Act.

15. Technical improvements
We reserve the right to make changes for

the purpose of technical progress.

Last revised: 01 2014
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Care instructions  

Care instructions for the cover fabrics: 

Stains are best removed immediately

after they occur. Brush covers regularly

with a soft brush or vacuum with an

upholstery nozzle. Wipe off stubborn dirt

with a piece leather.

For care of linen or silk: consult a

cleaning company.

Removing stains:

Stain removal should always be carried

out by an upholstery cleaner. If you want

to try yourself, proceed as follows:

Preliminary test: remove any dust before

performing the test. Check the colorfast-

ness and any changes in the surface

of the upholstery cover at a concealed

point by rubbing with a soft white cloth

soaked in the cleaning agent or stain

remover. This check should also be carried

out on naturally colored fabrics.

Dab off moist stains with an absorbent

cloth or paper. Treat residues with diluted

carpet or upholstery shampoo. Never

apply cleaning agents directly to the

cover. Apply the agent to a white cloth.

Use this moist cloth to remove the stain,

starting from the edge and rubbing

towards the middle. The surface of the

cover may change due to rubbing, so

proceed with care! Dry stains can be

treated like the residues of wet stains. If

insoluble grease stains appear or remain,

dab off with a white cloth soaked in

petroleum.

Care instructions for furniture
leather:

Important: Do not treat with solvents

(stain remover, turpentine, petroleum 

spirit), shoe cream or wax. Aniline leather

must be protected against sunshine or

direct light.

Preliminary test:

Check the color behavior of the furniture

leather at a concealed point by rubbing

with a soft white cloth moistened

with the appropriate cleaning agent. The

agent is unsuitable if the cloth changes

color. Pay attention to the instructions

provided by the manufacturer of the

cleaning agent.

Exclusive + Premium leather
Maintenance cleaning:

Dust off regularly with a soft cloth. Treat

from time to time with a special conditio-

ner (colorless furniture leather spray).

Avoid rubbing too strongly.

Exclusive + Premium leather
Intermediate cleaning:

Dust: remove with a soft cloth. More

stubborn dirt: clean more stubborn dirt

with neutral soap dissolved in lukewarm

water. Moisten a soft cloth with this soluti-

onand wipe large area.

Nappa leather
Maintenance cleaning:

Dust off regularly with a soft cloth. Treat

from time to time with a special 

conditioner (leather foam) according to 

the instructions for use. Avoid rubbing too

strongly.

Nappa leather
Intermediate cleaning:

Dust: remove with a soft cloth. More

stubborn dirt: Moisten and wring out a

cloth or washleather and wipe over the

surface. Dry with a soft cloth. When dry,

treat with a special conditioner (leather

milk or foam).

Care instructions for plastic
surfaces:

Use a normal plastics cleaner.

Care instructions for wooden
surfaces:

Important: do not use any furniture care

products! This normally contains silicon

which will not allow any repairs later on

if the surface becomes damaged.

Dust and light dirt can be wiped off with

a soft dry cloth. Wipe off stubborn dirt

with a lightly moistened (never wet) cloth

or leather and then rub dry immediately

with a soft dry cloth.

General leather care remark:

Leather is a product provided by
nature. Every leather is unique – the
same as the finger print of a human
being. Each skin has its own properties.

One of the characteristics of leather
is that folds may occur. Folds, particularly
in the areas of tight radiuses and quilting 
seams, give leather its characteristic 
apperance.

Leather stretches while used, for
example through sitting. After continuous
and sustained use leather
will not get back to its original

form, as fabric does, and so the
tension is reduced. The permanently
stretched area emphasizes the typical
fold characteristics of leather.

Leather dyes irregularly and
therefore differences in colour may
occur. Our employees try their best
to keep these colour differences as
small as possible.
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General remarks

Interstuhl Limited Lifetime
Warranty for North America

Specified measurements

Measurements are determined

according to DIN EN 1335.

The specified measurements are

approximate values only.

Color differences

Color differences in fabrics or finishes

may occur due to the nature of

production; and in the case of leather

and wood due to the natural properties

of the material. Slight differences, particu-

larly in subsequent deliveries, are

to be expected.

Placement of Purchase Orders

Minimum order information: always

state the basic model number and

upholstery number. If the seat and back

are to be supplied in different covers,

specify the seat cover first and

then the back cover.

Example: A152 / 4102 - 4101  

Options: if you require an option

deviating from the standard (the

standard version is identified by

black dots), please state the relevant

order numbers after the minimum order

information. Option example: 

O 152 / 4102 / 2324 / 703

Castors and glides

All chairs/armchairs are equipped

standard with castors for use on carpets

(in accordance with DIN EN 12529). If

using chairs on hard surfaces, the order

must specify the “soft castors” or “felt

glides” for the hard floor option. We are

unable to accept any responsibility for

the use of incorrect castors or glides.

COM/COL
(minimum order quantity
10 pieces per model and order)

If customer fabrics or customer leather is

used, a check must be issued for the

upholstery materials before the order is

accepted. We assume no liability for the 

quality of the materials supplied to us

and their processing for any later pro-

blems.

We always assume a minimum width of 

55” for all fabrics supplied by customers. 

Always send us processing instructions (in 

particular the direction of upholstering as 

well as front and reverse face). We will be 

pleased to send you an appropriate form. 

The order will only be entered and 

confirmed after payment is received and 

the suitability for use of the fabric materials 

is confirmed.

Return and disposal guarantee

interstuhl guarantees that all its products 

may be returned and that we will dispose 

of them in an environmentally friendly 

manner. Return transport costs must be 

paid by the customer.

Interstuhl warrants to the original 

purchaser that the products described in 

the List Price, sold after January 1st, 2014, 

will be free from defects in materials and 

workmanship commencing with the date 

of initial purchase and continuing for as 

long as the original owner uses these 

products.

The following exceptions apply to all
products:

1.) The Interstuhl warranty applies to a

single shift use and maximum weight

limit of 250 lbs.

2.) Damage caused by improper treatment

of the product, including exposure

to unusual environmental conditions

(extreme climates, acids, moisture, etc.)

Interstuhl will repair, or at its option,

replace, defective merchandise, free of

charge, which, when used normally and

pursuant to Interstuhl’s published instruc-

tions, and applicable assembling and/or

instruction information, prove to be

defective within the period stated.

This warranty does not apply to damage

resulting from accident, alteration, trans-

port, misuse, or damage from normal

wear and tear such as dents, nicks,

scratches, fading and improper mainte-

nance.

Natural variations present in materials

such as wood, aluminum and leather sur-

faces are not considered defects, and

Interstuhl does not warrant the matching

of colors, grains, textures or colorfastness

of these materials.

Textiles, leathers, and powder coat

finishes are not warranted against fading,

wear, scratching or other marking.

Interstuhl makes no warranty to 

purchasers who aquire products for 

personal, family or household purposes, 

or to purchasers aquiring the product 

other than directly from Interstuhl, its 

authorized dealers, or others who are 

specifically authorized by Interstuhl to 

sell such products.

 

Interstuhl’s liability with respect to its

products shall not exceed what is

expressly set forth above irrespective of

the theory upon which a claim might be

based, including negligence. Under no

circumstance shall Interstuhl be liable for

incidental or consequential damages.

Original product label must be attached to

the product in question.

The warranty period is not interrupted or

prolonged by the performance of a service

under the terms of the warranty. There

are no other warranties except as

expressly set forth above, either express

or implied, including any warranty of

design, merchantability or fitness for any

purpose.

Any modifications to our products made

by the purchaser, purchaser’s employee

or agents, voids this warranty.

This warranty is the customer’s sole reme-

dy for product defects. No other expressed 

or implied warranty is provided. Interstuhl 

is not responsible for any consequential, 

economic or incidental damages arising 

from any product defect.

This warranty supersedes all previously

printed Interstuhl warranties.

Interstuhl

This warranty provides limits on the
following parts:

Warranty limits

10 Years 

5 Years

3 Years

2 Years

1 Year

Not Covered 

 

 

Base, Visitor frames

Mechanism

Trim, Fabric, Foam, Arm Pads, 

Veneer, Textiles, Powder Coat 

finishes, Leather

Surface Finishes

Non Standard Product/Special

Designs

Customer Supplied Materials

(Fabric, Leather) 
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Terms of Delivery

Program

Interstuhl offers an optional shipping 

program for all the products listed in the 

current price list "Special Edition for USA" 

for the Continental United States. Delivery 

is via common carrier. All shipping costs 

are prepaid by Interstuhl and added to the 

original invoice as a separate line item at the 

time of shipment. This program enables our 

customer to determine shipping charges 

up-front and provides the customer with 

one invoice for both Interstuhl products and 

shipping charges.

Charges

Shipping charges are for normal delivery 

only and do not include inside delivery, 

installation, uncartoning or removal of  

cartons. Additional charges will be deter-

mined on a case by case base. Should  

additional charges be incurred by  

Interstuhl due to delivery issues (non-

dock, re-delivery, etc.) after initial billing, 

the customer may be liable for those  

additional charges. Please indicate special 

delivery instructions with your order. 

 

For air freight and shipment outside the 

Continental US, please contact Interstuhl 

for further information.

 

Products and parts are shipped FOB 

Interstuhl Factory Germany (Tieringen). 

Title of goods changes when products/

parts leave Interstuhl's dock, and any 

freight damage and all freight claims 

are the responsibility of the customer to 

report to the carrier promptly upon receipt 

of the goods.

 

How to use

Unless otherwise noted on your order, 

Interstuhl will ship the goods with the  

conditions of this program and will  

select the most appropriate carrier and 

routing on all shipments.

 

Interstuhl reserves the right to change or 

discontinue this program at anytime.

 

The Continental US has been divided into 

two zones. Using the map below,  

determine the territory of the products 

location. Shipping charges are calculated 

as a percentage of the product list price 

based on the following scale:

 

Zone 1 ......  
6% freight charge, Minimum Charge 

per order $150

Zone 2 ....... 
7% freight charge, Minimum Charge 

per order $150

Zone 1

Alabama 

Arkansas

Connecticut

Delaware

Florida

Georgia

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Kentucky 

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri

New Hampshire

New Jersey

New York

North Carolina

Ohio

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

South Carolina

Tennessee

West Virginia

Wisconsin

Vermont

Virginia

WA

OR

ID

MT

NV

CA

AZ

UT

WY

ND

SD

NE

CO

NM

TX

KS

OK

MN

IA

MO

AR

LA

WI

IL

TN

IN

MI

MI

MS AL
GA

FL

OH

KY

PA

WV

VA

NC

SC

NY

VT
NH

ME

MA

WA

RI

CT

NJ

DE

MD

DC

Zone 2

Zone 1

Zone 2

Arizona 

California 

Colorado

Idaho

Kansas

Louisiana

Montana

Nebraska

Nevada

New Mexico

North Dakota

Oklahoma

Oregon

South Dakota

Texas

Utah

Washington

Wyoming
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Quick Ship Program

AirPad 3C42X
Swivel chair

Membrane backrest in  
black 
Seat cover: Lucia Fabric
Body-Float Synchronous 
mechanism, lockable
Weight adjustment, infinitely 
variable
Back height adjustment
Mechanical sprung column
Seat depth adjustment - Astiv
2D T-armrests adjustable in  
width and height, soft surface
Black polyamide base
Hard double castors

Assembled in the box

$ 1,198

AirPad 5C30X 

Cantilever frame

Membrane backrest in  
black 
Seat cover: Lucia Fabric
Dynamic pivoting backrest
Tubular steel frame in chrome
Arm pad polypropylene

Assembled in the box

$ 695

The following models are produced within 8 working days
Features see collection pages - Colors see overview on cover fabrics / 
surfaces. Additional color range not applicable.
Maximum order quantity 30 per order

EVERYis1 172EX
Swivel chair

Mesh backrest in black
Seat cover: Manhattan Fabric
Autolift-Synchronous mecha-
nism with automatic weight 
adjustment, incl. fine-tune 
adjustment
Seat depth adjustment  
(Seat slider)
2D T-armrests adjustable in  
width and height, soft surface
Black polyamide base
Hard double castors

Knocked down in the box

$ 604

Remarks:
Price excluding freight (see shipping terms)

MOVYis1 14M2X
Swivel chair

Mesh backrest in black
Seat cover: Manhattan Fabric
Synchronous mechanism 
with  Body-Float-Effect,   
lockable
Weight admustment,  
infinitely variable
Seat depth adjustment  
(Seat slider)
3D T-armrests adjustable in  
width and height, rotatable,  
soft surface
Black polyamide base
Hard double castors

Knocked down in the box

$ 908
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Citadel

100% Perfentex

320 g/rm

Taff

100% Polyester

300 g/rm

CI01

TA01 TA02 

CI02

TA11 

CI11 CI13

MH04

NO01 NO12

5800 5809

KI01

NO03

5802

KI03

NO02

5801

KI02

5807

KI04

NO11

KI05

MH01 MH03 MH12MH07

Nora

100% Polyester

300 g/rm

1

2

Lucia

100% Polyester

400 g/rm

King

100% Trevira CS

360 g/rm

Manhattan

100% Polyester

290 g/rm

Royal

100% Polyester

450 g/rm

RO01 RO04RO03RO02 RO22
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Fabric Covers

5816

KI12

NO13

KI11

6015

KI15

6040 6062

TL01

6068

TL02

KI21

MH41

TL11

Fabric

in ESD-version: 

RO41
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3

Genius

50% Polyamide

33% New wool

10% Visil

 7% Viskose

610 g/rm

Aquarius

100% New wool,

520 g/rm

Kvadrat Field

100% Trevira CS

430 g/rm

Kvadrat Cava

90% New wool

worsted

10% Nylon

460 g/rm

Magic 

Synthetic leather

100% Polyurethane 

350 g/rm

GE01 GE04GE02 GE11

4101

FI15 (252)

CA01 (192)

MG01

in brackets: Kvadrat numbers

4108

FI41 (182)

CA16 (212)

MG02

4102

FI31 (172)

CA02 (782)

MG11

4109

FI25 (232)

CA23 (642)

4112

FI02 (782)

CA52 (732)
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Fabric Covers

4115

FI51 (192)

CA61 (153)

4116

CA74 (932)

4170 4171
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4

5

Kvadrat Polo

90% New wool

10% Nylon

450 g/rm

Kvadrat Steelcut

90% New wool 

10% Nylon

825 g/rm

Kvadrat Tempo

100% Trevira CS

470 g/rm

Kvadrat Remix

90% New wool 

10% Nylon

415 g/rm

Kvadrat Pro

100% Trevira CS

510 g/rm

Kvadrat Steelcut 

Trio 2

90% New wool 

10% Nylon

770 g/rm

Kvadrat

Divina Melange

100% New wool

820 g/rm

PO01 (191)

SC01 (190)

TM01 (190)

RE02 (873)

PR01 (191)

ST03 (533)

DM04 (931)DM01 (180)

PO31 (131)

SC12 (775)

RE13 (643)

PR03 (631)

ST17 (733)

DM06 (421)

PO11 (161)

TM02 (770)

RE12 (773)

PR02 (771)

ST06 (453)

DM02 (731)

PO23 (661)

TM23 (650)

SC06 (435) SC22 (835)SC03 (535)

RE42 (733)

PR04 (953)

ST41 (395)

DM11 (170)

PO02 (781)

TM14 (930) TM31 (130)

RE05 (233)

PR05 (231)

ST81 (153)

in brackets: Kvadrat numbers
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Fabric Covers

PR11 (181)

ST87 (213)

TM51 (730)

SC81 (180)

PO62 (751)

RE61 (173)

DM17 (220)
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7

6

Nappa 

leather

Semi-Aniline

leather

781

SA01

786

SA04

782

SA03 SA05 SA17

Additional colors on request

Meshes sewn

MOVYis3

EVERYis1

single color, black

8140

single color, white

8144

Membrane

AirPad

black

8840

white

8844

Aluminium 

Finish Options

coated white

2283

brushed silver, 

polished

2349

Plastic colors

black

3217

white

3283

Frame 

and 

coating 

colors

black

217

brilliant silver

234

polished

304

chromed

324

white

283



This pricelist is a special edition.

Please refer to our general terms and conditions.

Fabric Covers

Meshes / Membrane
Frame and coating colors

Color for plastic parts



Technical details are subject to change without prior notice . Typographical discrepancies possible. 02/14 SE _ US _ AI

Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 74 36 871-0
Fax +49 74 36 871-110
info@interstuhl.de
www.interstuhl.de

 

 
 
 

USA Customer Support:

Interstuhl Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG

Brühlstrasse 21 

72469 Messstetten-Tieringen 

Germany

Phone: +49 7436 871-356

Fax: +49 7436 871-88356 

c.mueller@interstuhl.de

www.interstuhl.com


